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       I feel vulnerable on mountains. It's an uncontrolled, raw environment.
It's very - it's truly humbling. 
~Jeremy Jones

Man, the feeling of the make is something that I can't put to words, it's
the very best feeling in the world. I just chase that, it's a very real
feeling and straight up, I am addicted to it. 
~Jeremy Jones

I feel very fortunate to be healthy, so I try to take advantage of it. 
~Jeremy Jones

In all aspects of my life, I try to reduce my impact on the earth - that
includes snowboarding, as well. 
~Jeremy Jones

The balancing act is challenging at times. 
~Jeremy Jones

I hate to say it to the kids out there but I just kind of blew off everything
and made snowboarding the number one priority in my life 
~Jeremy Jones

Our society has got to evolve and create better ways of living. 
~Jeremy Jones

I'm trying to simplify my life, I guess that's my latest project. 
~Jeremy Jones

Life's a little bit too crazy for my liking right now. 
~Jeremy Jones
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